Press release, 12th of September 2017

BSPL as technical expert in cooling systems, will take part in the
biggest bus & coach exhibition BUSWORLD EUROPE KORTRIJK on 2025th of October in Belgium.

BSPL will take part in BUSWORLD EUROPE KORTRIJK on 20-25th of October in Belgium. This year, the
organizers announce a record 350 exhibitors from 33 countries and more than 35,000 visitors. BSPL
company on BUSWORLD EUROPE 2017 will present the complete solutions of cooling systems for
different kinds of engines according to fuel used.

“Our participation in the biggest bus fair will let us highlight innovative and successful solutions
designed by BSPL company to a wide audience. We are convinced that we will make a significant step
forward in the field of international expansion”- says BSPL`s CEO Artur Kohlbrenner.
In hall 2 on stand 222b BSPL will present among others designed and developed by BSPL solutions
providing appropriate working temperature for the hydrogen fuel cell systems or cooling system for
electric bus electronics control.
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BSPL Sp. z o.o. designs, manufactures and supplies complete cooling systems for vehicles and
industrial equipment. BSPL was founded in 1989 under the name of Mar-Art and soon was integrated
into international structures of BEHR and later with MAHLE Industrial Thermal Systems and MAHLE
Behr Service, and has been, since then, their official representative.
The offered products and solutions for cooling, air conditioning and heating systems are designed by
the BSPL's Research and Development Department in cooperation with its Clients. Designs are sent
to the Prototype Department and after passing the qualitative research in the BSPL Laboratory are
efficiently delivered to the OEM/ OES market. BSPL has completed over one hundred individual

projects for European bus, truck, special and military vehicle manufacturers.
In 2016 the company launched its research program, BSPL Innovation program, enabling BSPL
engineers to work on future environmental solutions, the application of new materials, noise
reduction and connected vehicle solutions.
BSPL`s headquarters, along with the production, research, quality assurance and development
departments are located in Krakow.

